Engineered
wood
flooring

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Art of living
meets performance demand
For us, the art of living is an
appreciation of beauty and to
create inspiration out of it at
any moment in time.
Performance is a permanent
feature of our life. Day after day,
we demand performance. Delivering daily performance requires
solid ground beneath our feet.
Parador – living performance.

living performance
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Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Every day quality
Living spaces are an expression of
our individual attitude to life and of
our own demands. For us, making
high demands means having a
special awareness for quality.
Parador offers premium products
for quality living. The quality of
Parador can be seen in the use
of high-value, beneficial materials
for home-living, perfect finishing
and critical flair for natural impressions and stylish design.

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Performance
Systematic strength
Engineered wood flooring enhances the value of living spaces in a visible manner.
The natural material wood lends warmth and homeliness to any room and provides
the perfect foundation for tasteful and stylish furnishing. Parador engineered wood
flooring performs highly with a system: selected timbers in various plank formats and
installation patterns open up a unique spectrum for exclusive flooring design with
a high benefit level.
Healthy living
Parador engineered wood flooring is produced from
carefully selected materials that are healthy in the home,
meaning that our floors are low on emissions and made
from natural raw materials. Quality controls along the
entire value creation chain guarantee that products are
harmless for people and the environment.

Environmentally aware
Parador uses timbers that come from sustainable forestry.
The production process, the packaging and the logistics
also set standards in terms of ecological practices.

Home comfort
As a natural product, Parador engineered wood flooring
has a positive effect on the indoor climate due to its
moisture-regulating properties. As a wood product, it can
absorb moisture and release it again. At the same time the
floor is pleasantly warm to the feet.

Durable
A special surface sealant protects the floor, makes it
robust, durable and long lasting.
It is easy to clean. There are various applications for the
floor, therefore. Besides living rooms, Parador engineered
wood flooring, depending on how it is used, is also
suitable for offices and commercial areas.

Intelligent
Parador engineered wood flooring can be installed quickly,
neatly and safely due to the intelligent click mechanism.
The new floor is immediately ready for use, irrespective of
the installation method (floating installation or glued over
the whole area). Secure connections guarantee fitting
accuracy and stability. Parador engineered wood flooring
can be installed on underfloor heating systems, of course.

Renovation-friendly
Parador engineered wood flooring is a long-lasting floor
covering with a top layer made of solid wood. If renovation
becomes necessary after many years of use or due to
damage, Parador engineered wood flooring can easily be
freshened up or, thanks to the solid top layer, sanded
down and renovated.

Made in Austria and Germany
The high quality standard of Parador is also demonstrated in
the technologically leading production process, which is
based on an appreciate, environmentally friendly and
socially responsible corporate policy. All the partners that
Parador works with are selected carefully in accordance with
this. As Parador engineered wood flooring is manufactured
exclusively at the Parador plants in Güssing and Coesfeld, it
proudly bears the seal »Made in Austria and Germany«.

Certificates

Tested
Rating »recommended«
Parador engineered wood flooring offers the highest level of quality. That is why Parador
only uses high value, healthy raw materials and timber from sustainably managed
forests. All Parador floors are regularly checked along the entire production chain:
internally by the Parador quality management and externally by independent institutes.

EN 14342:13
The CE mark is mandatory under EU
law in conjunction with product safety.
D O P PA - PA R A D O R

LGA certificate of quality
This certificate is awarded by the
Landesgewerbeanstalt of Bavaria if the
LGA guidelines for handling, use and
surface properties as well as environmental compatibility are fulfilled.

Der Blaue Engel
The »Blue Angel« certifies Parador
engineered wood flooring as a low
emission product. The eco-label
RAL-UZ 176 is awarded by the German
Institute for Quality Assurance and
Certification with the participation of
the Federal Environment Agency.

Real Wood
The »Real Wood« quality seal is an
initiative of the FEP (European
Federation of the Parquet Industry).
To make it easier to identify original
products, only solid and multi-layer
real wood floors bear the »Real Wood«
logo.

eco-INSTITUT
The conformity mark is awarded
based on the principles for the healthy
evaluation of building products
(AgBB). Like the CE mark, this mark
is mandatory for floor coverings.

LGA tested for harmful substances
Parador engineered wood flooring meets
the criteria for products low on harmful
substances. The quality seal of ecological
product testing identifies products that
are low on emissions and have been
tested for harmful substances.
Émissions dans l’air intérieur (Class A+)
This national classification in France
identifies the quality of the indoor air.

PEFC™
PEFC™ is a global organisation with the
aim of establishing sustainable
forestry worldwide. Every product that
bears the PEFC™ label, comes from a
certified product chain, in which the
forestry management, including the
transport of the wood to the forest
road, is featured.

living performance
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Engineered wood flooring

Design as an expression
of individuality
Fine timbers in attractive finishes
offer a wide spectrum of colours and
textural nuances. With great design
skills honed over many years,
Parador designers create engineered
wood floors, many of which have
become classics.
In uncompromising perfection,
planks in the widest variety of
formats are produced with or without
a bevel. Different surfaces and
textures give the floors authenticity
and a tangible experience. The
result is impressive, extraordinary
engineered wood flooring.

Variety of designs
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Oak basalt brushed
Living
Old Block pattern, 4-sided mini bevel
Trendtime 9

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

More than a surface
Varied and authentic
Wood is a living material and changes over time; every tree is unique, every plank a
unique specimen. Based on this knowledge, an attractive product range emerges at
Parador by using different grades, surface treatments and groove designs.
Together with selected timbers in various plank formats and installation patterns,
engineered wood flooring opens up a unique spectrum for exclusive flooring design.
Surface textures

Grade

Every wood has its own markings and texture, which make
it unmistakable. At the same time, wood, as a unique
natural material, provides the option of further enhancing
these textures. Parador impresses with a range of widely
different surface textures.

As a natural, living material, timbers are never the same.
The timber of one and the same type can have very
different characteristics – from a calm, harmonious wood
character to a lively and expressive one. In this way, the
choice of grade also shapes the effect of a room.

Surface finish

Groove design

The surfaces of the Parador engineered wood floors come
in versions with a multi-layer lacquer finish and in naturally
oiled types. The decision for a finish depends on personal
requirements of the floor and of course on individual taste.

The difference is in the detail. The characteristic profile of a
floor is largely determined by its groove pattern. Whilst an
installation without bevel, such as with a 3-strip floor,
creates a calm, self-contained impression, the special
emphasis of a wide plank is generated by a bevel. The
Parador range contains floors with a 4-sided bevel and
4-sided mini bevel.

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Surface textures
For a complete image
Handscraped

Elephant Skin

Specialists finish every single plank individually by hand
with traditional craftsmanship. During the production of
Parador »handscraped«, manual planing gives the floor a
very original, authentic character.

Wood features like grains, knots and cracks are treated by
the craftsman and presented in detail. The hand-made
»Elephant Skin« surface thus reinforces the unique
character of each plank. The result is an aged and almost
historic-looking floor.

Wavescraped
Inspired by the power of water, which shapes the coasts,
cliffs and driftwood, we have developed the »wavescraped« surface, which brings irregular and shallow
recesses to the wood, similar to the marks left by a wave
on the beach. A visible and tangible experience.

Brushed texture
Finishing the wood surface with stainless steel brushes
intensifies the natural grain of the wood. The wood texture
is not only visible but also provides an authentic feel.

Sawn texture
Based on finishing wood using hand tools, when planing
and sanding machines were not yet invented and beams
and boards were installed in a clean sawn condition, we
have used intelligent technology to replicate this sawn
look. The irregularity of the saw marks running at right
angles to the grain characterises this traditional, archaic
design.

Handscraped

Elephant Skin

Wavescraped

Sawn texture

Brushed texture

Surface finish
For long-lasting pleasure
The floors are given a multi-component lacquer finish,
which makes the floor elastic and increases its scratch
resistance.

The deep impregnation repeated on the naturally oiled
floors several times emphasises the natural wood grain and
protects the wood from the inside.

Lacquer

Natural oil

A refined, satin lacquer finish provides ideal
protection against dirt and wear.

The original character of the wood is brought
out. The wood's own patina develops with
optimal protection.

Matt lacquer

White natural oil

The protective lacquer finish with the natural
matt look of an oil treatment emphasises the
colour and texture.

In addition to »natural oil finish«: colour and
textural nuances in the wood are complimented by white colouring.

White matt lacquer

Untreated

In addition to »matt lacquer finish«: colour
and textural nuances in the wood are
complimented by white colouring.

Floors without surface treatment for an
individual on-site finish.

Finishes & colours: Please bear in mind that the images shown represent any given surface finish and that the colour
changes slightly according to the possible alternatives. This difference is most obvious between natural oil and
lacquered finishes.

Groove design
An important detail
Without bevel

4-sided bevel

In the case of the classic installation, the planks are
joined together without noticeable gaps.
› Closed overall impression
› Harmonious pattern

The 4-sided bevelled long and end edges underline
the natural appearance, as every single plank is
emphasised.
› 4-sided bevel (4V)
› 4-sided mini bevel (M4V)

Surface
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Select

Grade
Wood with character
Select
The harmonious texturing and delicate shades allow
exceptionally tranquil and sophisticated flooring to be
created with the Select grade.

Natur
For a floor design with a natural yet balanced overall
effect, the Natur grade offers the best foundation.
Natur

Classic
The Classic grade features a lively spectrum
between a harmonious, natural and earthy look.

Living
The Living grade is distinguished by a lively
appearance and underlines the earthy character of
the timber.

Classic

Rustikal
With a knotty look, a distinctive play of colours and an
obvious grain, the Rustikal grade has a particularly natural,
earthy effect.

Living

Rustikal

Surface

Engineered wood flooring
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Oak noir texture
Living
Wide plank, 4-sided bevel
Trendtime 6

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Basic
The entry level
to Parador quality

Classic
Timeless elegance
for higher demands

Those who are price conscious and do not want to forego
quality will find an impressive selection of attractive
engineered wood floors in the Basic line.

Uncompromising in quality, classic in design and
universally applicable: the Classic line is made for
people with clear values.

Swell protection

Swell protection

Guarantee: 10 years

Guarantee: 25 years

Suitable for underfloor heating

Suitable for underfloor heating

4-sided mini bevel (M4V)

4-sided mini bevel (M4V)

4-sided bevel (4V)

Product lines
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Product lines
Home is where you
feel comfortable
Parador opens up a wide variety of creative
scope to those who want to make their
home the most beautiful home in the
world. Because as individual as people
and their ideas about home living are,
the range of Parador's different floors is
equally big.
Five product lines, three basic assortments
plus two special collections, the design
collection, Edition, and the sustainable
Eco Balance collection, provide initial
orientation for discovering the right floor
for you easily and reliably.

Trendtime
Contemporary home design
at the highest level

Special collections
The expression
of particular individuality

Impresses everyone for whom the floor is a statement:
the Trendtime line provides a unique range of formats
and designs for fashion-conscious furnishing at the
highest level.

For further information and more design inspiration
about our special collections, use the relevant QR code
or visit our virtual showroom at: www.parador.eu

Swell protection

Edition
The designer collection

Guarantee: 25 years

Suitable for underfloor heating

4-sided mini bevel (M4V)

4-sided bevel (4V)

Eco Balance
Ecology with style

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Formats
The rhythm of aesthetics

1

2

3

4

3-strip

Wide plank in three formats

Extra-sized
wide plank

Basic:
2200 x 185 x 11.5mm

Basic:
2200 x 185 x 11.5mm

Trendtime 4:
2010 x 160 x 13 mm

Trendtime 1:
Basic:
2380 x 233 x 11.5 mm 2010 x 130 x 13 mm

Classic:
2200 x 185 x 13 mm

Classic:
2200 x 185 x 13 mm

Trendtime 8:
1882 x 190 x 15 mm

Trendtime 6:
2200 x 185 x 13 mm

Longstrip

5
Strip
(herringbone installation)
Trendtime 3:
570 x 95 x 10.5 mm

Formats

1,80 m
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6

7

8

9

10

Basket weave

Checkerboard

Mini checkerboard pattern

Old Block pattern

Strip mix

Trendtime 9:
2087 x 185 x 14 mm

Trendtime 9:
1910 x 185 x 14 mm

Trendtime 9:
2176 x 185 x 14 mm

Trendtime 9:
2200 x 215 x 14 mm

Trendtime 9:
2200 x 185 x 14 mm

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Basic
The entry level to
Parador quality

Basic
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Oak Grey
Classic
Wide plank, 4-sided mini bevel
Basic 11–5

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Basic 11-5
3-strip (L 2200 x W 185 x H 11.5 mm)

Canadian maple
Natur

European maple
Rustikal

1595132

1366065

Beech
Rustikal
1518246

Lacquer

1569684

Oak
Rustikal

Oak
Natur
1595134

Oak
Rustikal
1366061

Beech
Natur

1569685

1595131

Knotty oak
Rustikal
1518248

Matt lacquer

Oak smoked
Rustikal

1518245

White matt lacquer

1595121

Natural oil

White natural oil

Untreated

1518247

Basic
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3-strip (L 2200 x W 185 x H 11.5 mm)

Oak Pure
Rustikal
1595164

European cherry steamed
Rustikal
1595128

Oak Tabacco
Rustikal
1601461

Walnut
Rustikal
1569686

Oak white pore
Rustikal
1595130

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Basic 11-5
Wide plank (L 2200 x W 185 x H 11.5 mm)

Oak
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel

Oak
Classic
4-sided mini bevel

Oak
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel

1518262

1396114

Oak brushed
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel

Oak brushed
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel

Oak Grey
Classic
4-sided mini bevel

1518264

1595135

1595162

Oak Pure
Classic
4-sided mini bevel

Oak Rock
Classic
4-sided mini bevel

Oak white pore
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel

1595165

Lacquer

1595166

Matt lacquer

1595136

White matt lacquer

1518249

1518250

1595138

Natural oil

1595133

White natural oil

Untreated

1518261

1595163

Basic
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Extra-sized wide plank (L 2380 x W 233 x H 11.5 mm)

Oak
Natur
4-sided mini bevel

Oak
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel

1601463

1601464

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Classic
Timeless
elegance for
higher demands

Classic
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Oak stone brushed
Living
Wide plank, 4-sided bevel
Classic 3060

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Classic 3060
3-strip (L 2200 x W 185 x H 13 mm)

Canadian maple
Natur

European maple
Natur

1518086

1518122

Oak
Natur
1518101

1518089

1518103

Oak
Living

Oak
Living

Lacquer

1518088

Oak
Select

Beech
Living

1247126

Beech
Natur

1518106

Matt lacquer

1247127

White matt lacquer

Knotty oak
Living
1518107

Natural oil

1518102

White natural oil

Untreated

Classic
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3-strip (L 2200 x W 185 x H 13 mm)

Knotty oak bronze brushed
Living
1518111

Oak smoked
Living
1518113

Ash
Living
1270338

Oak barrique
Living
1518108

Oak sand
Living
1518104

Ash Fineline pattern
Natur
1518121

Oak Fineline pattern
Natur
1518112

Oak stone brushed
Living
1518109

European cherry steamed
Natur
1518115

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Classic 3060
3-strip / Wide plank (L 2200 x W 185 x H 13 mm)

European cherry steamed
Living
3-strip
1518116

Walnut
Living
3-strip

1518117

Oak
Select
Wide plank, 4-sided mini bevel

Oak
Living
Wide plank, 4-sided mini bevel
1518128

Oak
Natur
Wide plank, 4-sided mini bevel
1518125

1570024

Oak
Rustikal
Wide plank, 4-sided mini bevel

Oak
Rustikal
Wide plank, 4-sided mini bevel
1288415

Matt lacquer

1518118

Oak
Natur
Wide plank, 4-sided mini bevel
1518124

1518123

Lacquer

Walnut
Natur
3-strip

White matt lacquer

1358529

Natural oil

1368652

White natural oil

Untreated

1309246

Classic
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Wide plank (L 2200 x W 185 x H 13 mm)

Oak
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel
1501312

Oak brushed
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel, 4-sided bevel
1450724

1368979

1450726

Oak brushed
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel
1475119

Oak limed
Natur
4-sided mini bevel

Oak grey
Natur
4-sided mini bevel

Oak grey-brown
Natur
4-sided mini bevel

1518126

1601486

1601487

Oak smoked
Natur
4-sided mini bevel

Oak smoked
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel

1518242

1518243

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Classic
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Ash
Living
Wide plank, 4-sided bevel
Classic 3060

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Classic 3060
Wide plank (L 2200 x W 185 x H 13 mm)

Oak Barolo
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel

Oak Chablis
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel

1601483

1586875

1585420

Oak Europa
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel

Oak Muscat
Natur
4-sided mini bevel

Oak Muscat
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel

1601482

1578102

1578099

Oak patina grey
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel

Oak Pure
Natur
4-sided mini bevel

Oak Pure
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel

1518220

1601485

1601484

Lightly smoked oak
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel

Lacquer

Matt lacquer

White matt lacquer

Natural oil

White natural oil

Untreated

Classic
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Wide plank (L 2200 x W 185 x H 13 mm)

Oak Riesling
Natur
4-sided mini bevel

Oak sand
Natur
4-sided mini bevel

1578103

1518127

1368981

Ash
Living
4-sided bevel

Ash
Living
4-sided bevel

1475328

1475329

Oak Verdecchio
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel
1578097

Larch
Rustikal
4-sided mini bevel
1518244

Thermo oak medium brushed
Living
4-sided bevel
1475319

Oak stone brushed
Living
4-sided bevel

Thermo oak medium brushed
Living
4-sided bevel
1475320

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Trendtime
Contemporary
home design
at the highest
level

Trendtime
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Oak Pure
Living
Herringbone installation, 4-sided mini bevel
Trendtime 3

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Trendtime 1
Longstrip (L 2010 x W 130 x H 13 mm)

1257351

1144697

1518197

Oak pure silver
Select
4-sided bevel

Oak noir silver
Select
4-sided bevel

1518192

1518195

Lacquer

Oak Beach
Select
4-sided bevel

Bamboo chocolate
Natur
4-sided bevel

Bamboo limed
Natur
4-sided bevel

Matt lacquer

White matt lacquer

Natural oil

White natural oil

Untreated

Trendtime
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Trendtime 3
Strip / herringbone installation (L 570 x W 95 x H 10.5 mm)

Oak
Living
4-sided mini bevel
1601582

Oak black
Living
4-sided mini bevel
1601584

1601581

Oak limed
Living
4-sided mini bevel

Oak Pure
Living
4-sided mini bevel

1601583

1601580

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Trendtime 4
Wide plank (L 2010 x W 160 x H 13 mm)

Oak anthracite brushed
Living
4-sided bevel
1475218

1257372

1386875

Oak grey limed brushed
Living
4-sided bevel

Oak Château
Rustikal
4-sided bevel

Oak metallic brushed
Living
4-sided bevel

1475217

1368900

American cherry
Natur
4-sided bevel

1475219

Walnut Antique
Living
4-sided bevel

Walnut
Natur
4-sided bevel

1257371

Lacquer

Oak barrique
Rustikal
4-sided bevel

Oak Arktis
Living
4-sided bevel

1518200

1257369

Matt lacquer

White matt lacquer

Natural oil

White natural oil

Untreated

Trendtime
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Trendtime 6
Wide plank (L 2200 x W 185 x H 13 mm)

Oak limed sawn texture
Natur
4-sided bevel
1518232

Oak wavescraped
Natur
4-sided bevel
1518235

Oak noir sawn texture
Living
4-sided bevel
1518233

Oak white Vintage
Living
4-sided bevel
1518234

Oak sand wavescraped
Natur
4-sided bevel
1518236

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Trendtime
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Oak noir silver
Select
Longstrip, 4-sided bevel
Trendtime 1

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Trendtime 8
Wide plank (L 1882 x W 190 x H 15 mm)

Oak elephant skin
Classic
4-sided bevel
1441844

1441320

Oak smoked elephant skin
Classic
4-sided bevel
1441845

Lacquer

Oak handscraped brushed
Classic
4-sided bevel

Oak handscraped brushed
Classic
4-sided bevel

1441841

Oak smoked handscraped brushed
Classic
4-sided bevel

1441843

1441842

Matt lacquer

White matt lacquer

Oak smoked handscraped brushed
Classic
4-sided bevel

Natural oil

White natural oil

Untreated

Trendtime
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Wide plank (L 1882 x W 190 x H 15 mm)

Oak smoked tree plank
Classic
4-sided bevel
1475345

Seaport Oak II
Classic
4-sided bevel
1518241

Oak tree plank
Classic
4-sided bevel
1475331

Seaport Oak
Classic
4-sided bevel
1475350

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Trendtime 9
Individual plank look*

Oak
Living
Checkerboard, 4-sided mini bevel

Oak white Vintage
Natur
Basket weave, 4-sided mini bevel

Oak
Natur
Basket weave
1475195

1518311

Oak sand
Natur
Mini checkerboard pattern, 4-sided mini bevel

1475197

Oak basalt brushed
Living
Old Block pattern, 4-sided mini bevel

1475200

1518312

1518313

Oak brushed
Living
Old Block pattern, 4-sided mini bevel

Oak brushed
Living
Strip mix
1475216
*Format details on p. 49
Lacquer

Matt lacquer

White matt lacquer

Natural oil

White natural oil

Untreated

Trendtime
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Oak anthracite brushed
Living
Wide plank, 4-sided bevel
Trendtime 4

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Assortment at a glance

Basic
The entry-level floor

Classic
The classic floor

Style

Timeless

Classic, elegant

Range

Basic 11-5

Classic 3060

33 products

60 products

Natur, Classic, Rustikal

Select, Natur, Living, Rustikal

Appearance Variety of designs
Grade
Surface finish

Plank look

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3-strip
Wide plank
Extra-sized wide plank
Longstrip
Strip (herringbone installation)
Basket weave
Checkerboard
Mini checkerboard pattern
Old Block pattern
Strip mix
1

Groove
pattern

2

3

1

2

3

4-sided mini bevel (M4V)

4-sided bevel (4V)

Quality

Technology

Guarantee
10 years

25 years

(1,2) 2200 × 185 mm
(3) 2380 × 233 mm

2200 × 185 mm

11.5 mm

13 mm

approx. 2.5 mm

approx. 3.6 mm

Format

Plank thickness
Composition

3-layer sandwich composition

Middle layer

Solid spruce-fir middle layer

Top layer
Swell
protection
Click
mechanism

All-round lamella and
top layer impregnation
Automatic-Click ® system with
long-side and end-joint locking
Allround-Click ® system without the
need for left and right-hand tongues

Underfloor
heating

Lacquer

Matt lacquer

Suitable for installation on underfloor
heating

White matt lacquer

Natural oil

White natural oil

Untreated

Overview
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Trendtime
The sophisticated floor
Modern, fashion-conscious, design-oriented
Trendtime 1

Trendtime 3

Trendtime 4

5 products

5 products

Select, Natur

Living

4

25 years

5

25 years

Trendtime 6

Trendtime 8

Trendtime 9

9 products

5 products

10 products

7 products

Natur, Living, Rustikal

Natur, Living

Classic

Natur, Living

2

25 years

2

25 years

2

6

7

25 years

25 years

2010 × 130 mm

570 × 95 mm

2010 × 160 mm

2200 × 185 mm

1882 × 190 mm

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

13 mm

10.5 mm

13 mm

13 mm

15 mm

14 mm

approx. 3.6 mm

approx. 2.5 mm

approx. 3.6 mm

approx. 3.6 mm

approx. 4 mm

8

9

10

2087 × 185 mm
1910 × 185 mm
2176 × 185 mm
2200 × 215 mm
2200 × 185 mm

approx. 3.6 mm

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Engineered wood flooring
Function and technology
Parador uses its many years of experience and its knowledge about the individuality
of trees to make an attractive product range out of wood, with different formats, grades
and surface treatments. Wood not only plays a critical role in terms of looks,
but is also used exclusively in the 3-layer sandwich composition of Parador engineered
wood flooring. What is more, intelligent click systems make tools superfluous and
installation particularly easy and stable.

1
2

4
3

Function and technology

1
Top layer
High quality solid wood with a
thickness of up to 4 mm is enhanced
with a lacquer finish or naturally oiled
surface. The lamellar impregnation on
the ends and the all-round impregnated top layer prevent moisture from
penetrating and provide increased
swell protection. Drying the wood gently prevents the formation of cracks.
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2
Solid spruce-fir middle layer
The solid wood core with raised
annual rings gives Parador engineered
wood flooring its excellent dimensional
stability even under heavy duty use.
The patented click mechanism milled
into the wood ensures a long-lasting
stable connection.

4
Click connection
The patented Parador click connections guarantee quick, easy, uncomplicated installation with high pull-out
resistance and a long-lasting strong
connection. For a permanently
attractive floor covering and a strong
bond between the individual planks.
As the planks are self-aligning, a
floating installation and gluing the
whole area are easily possible. This
is pleasing too: once the floor is
installed, it is immediately ready to
use.

Automatic-Click ® system
With its patented click mechanism,
the Automatic-Click ® system ensures
easy installation and optimal results
every time.

Allround-Click ® system
(herringbone installation)
Innovative Allround-Click ® system
without the need for left and righthand tongues for a particularly easy
installation.

3
Balancing veneer
Produced in the resource-saving
hulling process, the balancing veneer
made of solid spruce gives the planks
extra dimensional stability.

Parador

Engineered wood flooring

Accessories
Beauty with system
Those who are looking for longevity from their Parador engineered wood floor opt for
quality every time. As a system supplier, Parador stocks co-ordinated accessories for
installation and value retention. From skirtings, clips and end caps through to underlays
and care products, Parador offers quality from one source: perfection – thought
through to the end.

Skirtings
For the
perfect finish

Underlays
Feel good
underfoot

Maintenance
For good care and
reliable processing

Parador stocks a wide range of real
wood and decor skirtings for every
taste. The real wood skirting that
matches the engineered wood flooring
ensures a perfectly harmonious finish.
Alternatively, the colours stainless
steel, white and black allow you to
make a conscious statement and
create an individual design.

Underlays reduce ambient and impact
noise, and compensate for slight
uneven patches in the floor. With an
integrated vapour barrier, the right
underlay ensures the necessary
moisture protection on mineral
subfloors.

Thanks to pre-finished surfaces,
Parador engineered wood floors are
easy to clean and maintain. So that
you enjoy your floor for years to come,
Parador recommends care products
that specially match the surface.

› Real wood skirtings with veneer
surface
› Excellent surface quality
› High quality MDF core
› Concealed cable routing
› Suitable for damp rooms
› Torsion-free

Whether it is for renovation or a new
build: Parador underlays perfectly
bring out the quality of the floor
covering.

The mouldings are easy to fasten and
assemble using the practical clip
technology. End caps and transition
caps as well as interior and exterior
corners in various looks round off the
Parador range.

That gives the assurance of always
doing the right thing for the floor.
Depending on how much the floor is
used and exposed to loads, an initial
care treatment is recommended for
oiled floors immediately after installation. Smaller areas of damage such as
scratches can be repaired on naturally
oiled floors just where it is necessary.
As a system supplier, Parador makes
maintenance and processing easier
with suitable tools, installation aids,
adhesives and repair pastes.
This comprehensive all-round carefree
package ensures lasting value and
satisfaction with the floor.

Further information:

Appearance

Quality

Technology

Underlays

Skirtings

Accessories

FAQs

Accessories
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Skirtings overview
Profiles and decors in many types

Skirting SL 2
Moulding clip green

Skirting SL 4
Moulding clip red

Discreet finish,
particularly
space-saving

Curved for
classically homely
ambience

Skirting SL 6
Moulding clip blue

Skirting SL 18
Moulding clip red

Straight lined,
sleek for elegant,
modern ambience

Straight lined,
sleek for elegant,
modern ambience

Hamburg skirting HL 1
Moulding clip green

Hamburg skirting HL 2
Moulding clip green

Hamburg skirting HL 3
Moulding clip green

Accentuated,
elegant finish for
stylish ambience

Accentuated,
elegant finish for
stylish ambience

Accentuated,
elegant finish for
stylish ambience

Parador

Sustainability

Setting standards
Practising responsibility
As a traditional wood processing company, we have a particular awareness for our
environment. For us at Parador, living with a certain quality standard goes hand in
hand with the responsibility to conserve the planet for future generations. This includes
handling our resources sustainably – by means of active reforestation. Every product
made of wood makes an active contribution towards climate protection. As the only
easily reproducible systems, trees break down CO2 the greenhouse gas responsible for
climate warming, into oxygen and carbon.
As carbon reservoirs essential for the survival of the planet, people will increasingly become conscious of using wood products, especially in the area of building and renovation. Products made of wood and wood-based materials are sustainable and help to
secure the future of the next generations.

FSC® certification
Wood products that come from
forests managed in an exemplary
manner are awarded this trademark.
For this purpose, the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC®) sets strict environmental requirements worldwide as
well as high social and economic
standards. Parador takes this path
voluntarily out of conviction.

PEFC™certification
PEFC™ is a global organisation with the
aim of establishing sustainable forestry
worldwide. Every product that bears
the PEFC™ label, comes from a certified
product chain, in which the forestry
management, including the transport
of the wood to the forest road, is
featured.

Parador
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Responsibility
in society
As an internationally operating company, we are aware of our social responsibility.
We have been committed to the Plant-for-the-Planet foundation since 2011.
Children from all over the world have come together to form a network under the umbrella of the student initiative – with the aim of ending the climate crisis. Their way of
achieving this: acting immediately, because tough talks do not stop the glaciers and rain
forests from disappearing. Instead, Plant-for-the-Planet is planting trees as a sign of
climate justice – until a billion new trees are planted worldwide by 2020.
As a wood processing company, active reforestation in particular is an important element of our social responsibility. We support the initiative with tree-planting campaigns,
children's academies and numerous other events. And with great success: we have
trained 378 children to be climate ambassadors and planted 107,587 trees.

Responsibility
in production
Starting with production, we set standards with our innovative floors and panels across
their entire life cycle. We thus develop and produce solely at our sites in Germany and
Austria. Our focus is on environmentally-friendly manufacturing with natural materials.
We get our main raw material, wood, from predominantly sustainably managed
forests. We are therefore able to supply real wood that comes solely from monitored
sources of supply. The environmental standards defined by us apply along the entire
value creation chain, starting with our suppliers.

Sustainability

Production cycle

Reforestation

Production in Germany and Austria

Parador production facilities
Short transport routes

Packaging made from
recycled paper

Eco-friendly manufacture
with natural materials

Our work is characterised by the way we conserve resources. We prevent emission and feed recyclable materials back into
the production cycle. Whilst the use of predominantly domestic timbers in the manufacture of engineered wood guarantees
short transport routes, the support material of our other floors and panels consists entirely of recyclable materials.
The decor papers used on our laminate floors are composed of certified materials.
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